DENVER LOOMS LARGE AS CONVENTION POSSIBILITY

Reported to Have Secured Support of Chairman Mack, of National Committee—Others Working Hard.

With headquarters fixed in this city and the convention's date only a few weeks distant, all hands are making preparations for what promises to be a well-organized and efficient gathering.

Rob Gas Meters Under Noses of Chief Goods' Men

Despite the Cold Snap, the Story Looks Fair and the "Police Are Investigating." 

Seek Mrs. Fisk. 
Relatives Ask Police to Find Missing Woman

Families have been made frantic over the disappearance of Mrs. E. Fisk, of 849 W. Thirty-fifth Ave., whose family fears she may have been murdered. 

Mrs. Fisk was last seen yesterday afternoon near the corner of Thirty-fifth Ave. and Allendale Street. She was last seen wearing a red dress and a yellow coat.

BETTER CLASS CITTER.

A Better Class of Citizens—A Happy Group of Women at Home in the Home of Harbor City

A pleasant surprise was in store for a group of women when they entered the home of Harbor City's mayor, who was entertaining them for a social afternoon.

The mayor, who is a member of the Better Class of Citizens, was not there when the women arrived, but his wife and daughter were waiting to greet them.

They were served a delicious tea, and then the mayor came in and introduced the women to his family.

The mayor's daughter, who is a happy and cheerful young woman, told the women all about her family and their home.

As the women left, they exchanged kind wishes and bids farewell to the mayor and his family.
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DEMOCRATS HERE

AWAIT BIG TRIO FOR PROGRAMME

Political Uncertainty Prevalent Prior to Arrival Today of the Sullivan-Murphy-Taggart Combine.

WANT TO HEAR FROM BRYAN

Factions Are Lining Up for Several Fights Against "Simmering Trio"—Bryant Hesitantly

TO MURRAY.

TODAY'S THE DAY.

For the past three days the stage for the second largest Democratic convention of the century has been set, and today's meetings must be hastened through the process of work. Today, for the first time, the report is expected to be released.

The "southern" wing of the Democratic National Committee, under the leadership of Roger Sullivan, now has a floor.
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